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#HingYerHelmet
The campaign for quad bike and ATV safety
Horror quad bike crash in Australia leaves British tourist with such severe brain injuries he is unable to recognise his own family

- Mark Middlehurst crashed into a tree while riding dirt bike in Perth
- A branch knocked off his helmet and he suffered terrible brain injuries
- Is trapped on the other side of the world because he was not fully insured
- Family have been told he might not survive 'catastrophic injuries'
- Parents and friends launch desperate GoFundMe campaign to take the joiner back to the UK
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Quad bike helmet plea
Working dogs on parade

FARM MANAGER John, heading to work on Drimnin Estate, by Lochaline, Morvern, Argyll with his trusty team of helpers

WE ASKED readers to send in pictures of their working dogs, and the response has been nothing short of staggering. Many readers have their own cute little starters, but look out for a full gallery in the coming weeks. #HingYerHelmet
Take Home Message?????
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Questions????